INTERPRETING
SERVICES
U.S. Legal Support boasts an experienced, versatile
team of interpreters fluent in 200+ languages.
The interpreters hold a minimum of 5 years’ legal
experience and can accommodate both in-person
and remote proceedings.

y Network of 5,000+ certified interpreters,
available nationwide
y Expertise in technical terminology, slang,
and nuances of specific dialects
y Interpreter continuity (with advance notice)

THE U.S. LEGAL
SUPPORT
DIFFERENCE
A few of our more popular languages
include Spanish, Mandarin, Italian,
Russian, Japanese, Armenian, Tagalog,
Urdu, Vietnamese, Korean, Farsi, and
Creola.

EXPERIENCED, NUANCED INTERPRETERS
The Spanish spoken in East Los Angeles will be different than
that of a Puerto Rican from New York. Many of the interpreters
we work with are native speakers, and so they are fine-tuned
to the nuances of the languages and dialects they speak.
We can also (typically) provide interpreters who are from the
geographical region of a witness, if required.

TECHNICAL EXPERTISE AND VERSATILITY

Many of the interpreters we work with have expertise as related
to financial, intellectual property, medical and pharmaceutical
content. If your matter involves a professional “language” as well
a foreign one, our vast team of resources has an interpreter who
can handle both.

UNRIVALED ON-DEMAND ACCESS

In litigation, an entire case can depend on a single sentence,
or turn of phrase — maybe even a single word. By utilizing our
interpreting services from one of our 12,000+ on-demand offices
nationwide, or remote, your case will always have access to an
experienced, professional interpreter.
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TRANSLATION
SERVICES
CERTIFIED
DOCUMENT
TRANSLATIONS
For certified document
translations we offer:
A U.S.-based, human
translation team
Translations for any
content type
A 100% accurate translation
Translations in over
200+ languages

NON-CERTIFIED DOCUMENT
TRANSLATIONS
(Powered by Artificial Intelligence)
For large documents or high-volume
business matters, leverage the power of
machine translation (powered by artificial
intelligence) to produce high-quality,
accurate translations at a fraction of the
time and cost associated with traditional
translation methodologies. Modeled after
the neural networks in the human brain,
machine translation technology uses learning
techniques to teach itself how to translate,
continually improving and creating higher
quality translations over time.

USLEGALSUPPORT.COM

y Translations offered for some of the

most common language pairs

y Offers about 90% degree of accuracy
y Translation delivery in a matter of

hours (or even minutes!)

y AI translation enables clients to

quickly and easily categorize content
by subject matter or relevance and
determine which document needs a
human translation for a certified 100%
accurate translation
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